There is a strong demand for super-resolution time of arrival (TOA) estimation techniques for radar applications that can that can exceed the theoretical limits on range resolution set by frequency bandwidth. One of the most promising solutions is the use of compressed sensing (CS) algorithms, which assume only the sparseness of the target distribution but can achieve super-resolution. To preserve the reconstruction accuracy of CS under highly correlated and noisy conditions, we introduce a random resampling approach to process the received signal and thus reduce the coherent index, where the frequency-domain-based CS algorithm is used as noise reduction preprocessing. Numerical simulations demonstrate that our proposed method can achieve super-resolution TOA estimation performance not possible with conventional CS methods.
Introduction
Microwave radar provides one of the most useful detection and ranging systems in that it can be used in all weather conditions. In general, the range resolution of radar systems, which is strictly limited by the frequency bandwidth of the transmitted signal, is often insufficient for practical radar applications because of legal regulations or hardware limitations. Thus, super-resolution time of arrival (TOA) estimation methods such as the Capon method and multiple signal classification (MUSIC) method [2] , [3] have been attracting attention. The Capon method achieves super-resolution performance with providing scattering coefficient, by suppressing the range sidelobe with the constrained norm power minimization scheme [2] . On the other hand, the MUSIC method exploits the orthogonality between the signal and noise eigenvector correlation matrix, and achieves higher resolution than the Capon method. However, it requires a priori knowledge of the number of targets, and it is inherently difficult to obtain the target scattering coefficient [3] . These methods suffer from low resolution and accuracy for separating highly correlated signals, which is an inherent problem in radar signal processing. To achieve accurate separation of highly correlated interference signals, one approach [4] has incorporated maximum likelihood independent component analysis (MLICA) into the MUSIC method; the effectiveness of this approach has been experimentally confirmed. However, conventional methods manifest limited range resolution when separating highly correlated signals, even after tuning parameters. Given to this background, this paper introduces a compressed-sensing (CS)-based approach with random resampling to address the TOA estimation issue. CS is widely recognized as one of the most powerful means of solving underdetermined and ill-posed inverse problems with constrained l 1 norm minimization [5] . It requires only one assumption that the spatial or temporal distribution of targets should be sparse compared to the total sampled area [6] . There are intensive researches for CS-based signal processing for various applications. Specifying to the radar applications, the CS method has been demonstrated that it achieved both a relatively lower sampling rate and high-resolution property in such as synthetic aperture radar (SAR) based image reconstruction problem [7] - [9] , the TDOA (Time Difference of Arrival) discrimination issues [10] , [11] and the spectrum reconstruction schemes [12] , [13] . However, it has been reported that the original CS algorithm suffers from inaccuracy if the return signals are strongly contaminated by noise [6] , especially when highly correlated target signals are also closely located within the theoretical range resolution. While there are some studies based on the Bayesian CS algorithm for TOA estimation [14] , which improves TOA estimation accuracy by employing a stochastic model of signal and noise, this kind of method requires accurate signal and noise probability models, which is not flexible to various observation situations.
There are some studies that random resampling can alleviate the problem of a highly coherent observation matrix and can help separate highly correlated radar responses [15] . To reduce the coherence index denoted in [16] , this research introduces the statistical incorporation of multiple outputs of random re-sampling based CS algorithm, with appropriate noise reduction filter as frequency-domain-based CS algorithm by exploiting a priori knowledge of a target response in both time and frequency domains, because the frequency spectrum of received signal itself could be regarded as sparse by using zero-padding process. Numerical simulations verify that the proposed method offers better resolution in noisy conditions than the conventional methods, including the original CS method. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the system model in radar system considered in this research. Section 3 briefly introduces conventional approaches such as MUSIC, MLICA-based MUSIC, and the Copyright c 2018 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers original CS method. Section 4 introduces the proposed approach using a random resampling and frequency-domainbased CS method and describes the procedures. Section 5 presents the result of our numerical simulation and demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method when applied to a typical TOA problem. Figure 1 shows the system model. It assumes that a monostatic radar system and that the temporal distribution of multiple-point scatterers can be expressed as;
System Model
where δ( * ) is Dirac's delta function, a i and τ i are the i-th scattering coefficients of scatterers and time delay, respectively, and N T is the number of targets. The receiving signal x(t) is expressed as;
where h(t) is the transmitting signal and e(t) is the thermal noise at the receiver. The discrete form in Eq. (2) is expressed as;
where
where K and N denote the numbers of data length of the transmitting signal and receiving signal, respectively. ∆t AD denotes the sampling interval of A/D conversion. Φ is the observation matrix, which in typical TOA estimation by radar systems, guarantees the assumption that N T N, which corresponds to the sparse representation.
Conventional Method
This section briefly describes numerous conventional TOA estimation methods: MUSIC, MLICA-based MUSIC, and the original CS.
MUSIC Method
The MUSIC method, which has been widely used as a super-resolution TOA technique, employs eigenvectors determined by a noise subspace decomposed from a correlation matrix of the assumed transfer function in the frequency domain. This can be expressed as;
where X(n∆ω) and H(n∆ω) are discrete forms after applying Fourier transform to x and h, respectively, and ∆ω is the sampling interval of the angular frequency domain. The correlation matrix of Z is calculated as;
H denotes the Hermitian transpose, M denotes the dimension of the subspace in the frequency domain, and M is satisfied with M < N. To suppress correlated interference signals, frequency averaging is used in the frequency correlation matrix. The output of MUSIC is expressed as;
T is a steering vector, E n comprises the eigenvectors of R, which should correspond to the noise component. A disadvantage of this method is that it requires a priori information of the number of targets, and thus, it cannot directly derive the scattering coefficient.
MLICA-Based MUSIC Method
When compared with MUSIC separation, to achieve more accuracy and higher resolution, MLICA-based preprocessing has been introduced [4] . To obtain multiple received signals in a single observation, this method generates multiple frequency-shifted signals known as quasi multiple channels. A quasi multiple channels Z is defined as;
where L is the number of quasi multiple channels and Q denotes the number of available frequency indexes. These signals can be decomposed into uncorrelated signals using a principal component analysis (PCA) as;
where M is a whitening matrix determined by PCA. Each signal is decomposed by MLICA using a probability density function (PDF) of complex sinusoidal signals [17] . The separated signalẐ is formulated as;
where W is determined by MLICA-based optimization [17] . The effectiveness of this method has been experimentally verified, and it has been shown to achieve greater accuracy and higher resolution than MUSIC. However, its TOA resolution is still limited.
Original Compressed Sensing
CS-based signal decomposition is an alternative approach to super-resolution. CS-based TOA estimation only assumes the sparseness of the target distribution in the time domain [6] . The temporal distribution of the target is determined as;
where λ is a regularization coefficient and
The second term in the temporal distribution of the target specifies the sparseness. Although it has been reported that the original CS method can achieve higher resolution than the conventional MUSIC-based methods, it suffers from inaccuracy or lower resolution in noise environments and when signals are highly correlated.
Proposed Method
To overcome the problems of the original CS method, this research investigated the use of random resampling technique and frequency-domain-based CS for noise reduction. Here, the difficulty index for the decomposition problem is derived by Eq. (3), and µ(Φ) is introduced as;
where φ i is the i-th column vector of the observation matrix Φ and N 0 is the number of the column vector. This index is known as the coherence index, and several previous studies have shown that µ(Φ) is useful in assessing the difficulty of a CS reconstruction problem [16] . It has been demonstrated in [15] that µ( * ) can be reduced using a random resampling technique that applies downsampling with a randomly determined interval. Figure 2 shows an example of the resampling process used in this research. By exploiting a priori knowledge of frequency range of target signal, the proposed method introduces the noise reduction pre-processing with CS based spectrum reconstruction as;
where X m is the Fourier transform of receiving signal, F −1
is the inverse Fourier transform matrix, Ψ is the random re-sampling matrix in the time domain, y m denotes the receiving signal in randomly resampled in the same manner, m denote the index number of the random resampling pattern, and β is a regularization coefficient. Since a random-resampling process generates unevenly sampled data in time domain, then, the traditional noise-reduction filter (e.g. matched filter or BPF filter) is hardly applied using the usual DFT or FFT due to unsatisfying the orthogonality of the basis functions. However, Eq. (16) easily forms an appropriate filter even for unevenly sampled data, while nonuniform sampled FFT requires much complicated process [18] . The another motivation for applying Eq. (16) is not for the frequency spectrum reconstruction of signal, but for the noise-reduction, where the white Gaussian noise components outside the signal frequency range would be effectively eliminated. Note that, the CS process in the time domain reconstructs the temporal distribution θ as in Eq. (14) , where the sparsity in the time domain is guaranteed because θ is expressed in Eq. (1). On the contrary, the CS process in the frequency domain reconstructs the frequency expression of the received signal x (not θ) as in Eq. (16), where x is expressed as the convolution between θ and the transmitted signal h(t) as in Eq. (2). Thus, the sparsity in the frequency domain of X is also guaranteed by not using the receiver with a redundant bandwidth, but applying the zero-padding process in the frequency domain, because the frequency range of received signal is determined by that of the transmitted signal as in Eq. (2). Then, the proposed method requires the condition that the bandwidth of the receiver should be larger than that of the received signals, which is common condition in the other conventional methods. While this kind of signal processing requires a priori knowledge of the maximum frequency of received signals, in most cases of radar measurement, the received signal model as in Eq. (2) is wellestablished, and then, the dominant frequency band of received signals can be correctly retrieved from that of the assumed transmitted signal. After this process, the reconstructed signalx n , which is obtained by applying inverse Fourier transform toX n , is assessed by CS in the time domain using Eq. (14) , and the target distributionθ n is generated for each random resampling pattern.
To obtain a statistically meaningful output, in this research, we introduced the averaging of multiple outputs calculated by different resampling patterns as;
where N s denotes the number of random resampling patterns. The procedure used in the proposed method is as follows:
Step 1) y n is obtained for the n-th random resampling pattern of the receiving signal x.
Step 2)
CS is applied in the frequency domain, andX n is reconstructed using Eq. (16).
Step 3)
The target distributionθ n is reconstructed using time domain CS with the reconstructed signal vector, which is the inverse Fourier transform ofX n .
Step 4)
Steps 1) -3) are repeated N s times, where the pattern of random resampling is changed.
Step 5)
The averaged reconstructed signalθ is derived. Figure 3 shows a flowchart of the proposed method.
Performance Evaluation Using Numerical Simulation
This section describes the performance of the conventional and proposed methods is evaluated through numerical simulations. The transmitting signal is a chirp-modulated pulse, expressed as;
where α is the chirp rate and K is the number of pulse length. Receiver thermal noise, treated as complex white Gaussian noise, is added to the receiving signal. The signalto-noise ratio (SNR) is defined as the time averaged power ratio between signal and noise after applying a bandpass filter (BPF) determined by the bandwidth of the transmitting signal. Table 1 shows parameters used in the numerical simulation, where ∆τ 0 denotes the time resolution determined by the frequency bandwidth of the transmitting signal. Figures 4 and 5 show the received signal in the time domain as x and in the frequency domain as X, before and after zero-padding processing in frequency domain, respectively. As shown in these figures, the dominant ratio of the spectrum of the received signal as X decreases in the frequency domain, compared with that before zero-padding process, which corresponds to the oversampling process in the time domain. Note that, the zero padding process expands the frequency range in Fourier analysis, while the frequency range of the received signal is invariant, and this process brings us to more suitable situation for the sparsity in the frequency domain. For the CS optimization, the interior algorithm [19] is used in this case, by considering the balance between optimization accuracy and computational cost. Figure 6 shows the outputs of the conventional MUSIC, MLICA-based MU-SIC, original CS, and proposed methods, in the noiseless case. It can be seen that every method can separate two completely correlated target signals, the temporal interval of which is set as ∆τ 0 /8. Figure 7 shows the output of each method in noise case with an SNR of 15 dB with the same noise pattern. The conventional MUSIC method, MLICA based MUSIC method and CS method fail to separate the two targets under these conditions. In contrast, in the lowest side of Fig. 7 shows that the proposed method accurately reconstructed both targets. This results denotes that To evaluate another aspect of performance, we introduce the coherence index µ(Φ), given by Eq. (15). Table 2 shows the coherence index µ(Φ) of both the original CS and proposed methods. Here, to calculate µ(Φ) in the proposed method, we assume the equivalent transmitted signal sequences as h in Eq. (5). Here, a signal after re-sampling and CS based spectrum reconstruction process (shown in the flowchart as Fig. 3,) is introduced asx assuming noiseless situation. In this case, the relationshipx = h * θ true holds, where θ true denotes an actual target distribution. Then, h is derived from the above relationship by the inverse decomposition operation. Finally, Φ for the proposed method is re-defined by h in Eq. (5). This table demonstrates that the proposed method shows a slightly reduced the coherence index µ(Φ) but strongly improved separation performance.
Next, the performance index of each method is statistically compared. Here, the error of TOA estimation is defined as
where θ True and θ denote the actual and estimated distribution of scattering coefficients. For example, the two impulse signals in Fig. 6 is recognized as θ True , each of which has a finite scattering coefficient. N is the number of data length of the target distribution. Figure 8 plots the median value and interquartile range (IQR) of each method versus the SNR in each methods. Note that, this evaluation does not need a judgment whether each method estimates the number of arrived signals, because θ expresses a temporal distribution of scattering coefficient. The noise pattern is changed 100 times. Figure 8 shows that under noise condition, the proposed method demonstrated the highest TOA estimation accuracy. In addition, we investigate the effectiveness of noise-reduction filter based on the frequency domain based CS algorithm as in Eq. (16) . Figure 9 shows the reconstruction accuracy comparison for the proposed method between with (β = 0.01) and without (β = 0) frequency domain based CS filter. This figure demonstrates that the frequencydomain based CS algorithm is effective as noise reduction filter, even if the sparseness in the frequency domain is assumed, and upgrades the reconstruction accuracy in any SNR situations. This result denotes that the sparse regularization in the frequency domain effectively contributes the noise-reduction, where the original target response should be maintained. Note that, since there are many delicately designed filters for noise-reduction, it is our future work to implement such filters using non-uniform FFT algorithm [18] . It should be noted that the conventional MUSIC and MLICA based MUSIC are difficult to evaluate by using , because these methods cannot retain the scattering coefficient in TOA estimation. This is because the MUSIC based approach is based on the decomposition exploiting the orthogonality to noise components (not including signal amplitude information), and it cannot provide a scattering coefficient of target, directly. To compare the performance of these methods, a separation rate is introduced based on the probability of achieving successful separation. Successful separation is defined as satisfying two conditions: the number of local maximum from the estimated TOA matched the actual number of targets and all TOA errors fell within ∆τ 0 . Figure 10 plots the separation ratio versus the SNR and demonstrates the significant superiority of the separation ratio achieved by the proposed method compared with the original CS, MUSIC and MLICA-based MUSIC approaches. Table 3 shows the calculation time for each method using an Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-1620 3.60 GHz processor. The proposed method takes time more 2.7 × 10 
Random Resampling Effect Analysis
To investigate the effect of random resampling, we first investigated the coherence index µ(Ψ) under random and periodic resampling. Here, the randomness of the resampling γ is defined as;
where N and N denotes the numbers of data length for the receiving signal and randomly resampled signal, respectively, and ∆ n is the n-th resampling interval. If γ = 0, the resampling must be periodic. Figure 11 shows the coherence index µ(Ψ) for, random and periodic re-sampling. This shows that random resampling effectively can retain the coherence index µ(Ψ), which is expected achieved more accurate signal reconstruction. Figure 12 plots the TOA estimation accuracy as the SNR versus in each sampling method, where the simulation parameters are assumed as in Table 1 . The both numbers of periodical and random resampling are 256, while that of full sampling is 512. In the random-resampling case, γ = 0.6 is set. As shown in Fig. 12 , random resampling is shown to have superior reconstruction accuracy than periodic resampling and even full periodic sampling. In particular, the superiority to full periodic sampling case (γ = 1.0) denotes that, in the case of highly correlated signal decomposition, the lower coherence index µ(Φ) has more contribution to the reconstruction accuracy as far as the average interval of random resampling (around ∆τ 0 /8) satisfies the Nyquist condition, namely, the over-sampled data has less contribution to such signal decomposition case. This confirms the more accurate reconstruction of the receiving sig- nal when using the frequency-based CS method with random resampling.
Conclusions
This paper proposed a super-resolution TOA estimation method using CS that exploits the features of the transmitted signal through the use of random resampling and frequency domain CS. Conventional MUSIC-based methods and the original CS-based TOA estimation methods suffer from serious inaccuracy and reduced TOA resolution in low SNR environments. In contrast, the proposed method is able to provide super-resolution TOA estimation even in noisy conditions because of improved coherence index, and it achieves 8 times improvement over the theoretical TOA resolution limit denoted as ∆τ 0 , even at very low SNR situations.
